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THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
TO HIS EXCELLENCY, GOVERNOR MICHAEL DUKAKIS 
The Trustees of the Massachusetts Hospital School take pleasure in 
presenting for your consideration the Seventieth Annual Report of 
our Hospital School for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978. We 
wish to take this opportunity to express our sincere thanks to you, 
the Great and General Court, Secretary of Human Services and the 
Department of Public Health for your continued support and your re-
sponse to the physically handicapped children of the Commonwealth. 
We have made several new appointments in the past fiscal year: 
Superintendent, John F. O'Connor; Comptroller, Paul Rowe ; and 
Administrative Assistant, George Gallagher. Mr. Edward S . Graham, 
our Assistant Superintendent, ably served as Acting Superintendent 
during the search for our new Superintendent; who was appointed in 
October, 1977. We would again like to thank him for his performance, 
dedication and judgment during this difficult period. 
On behalf of the Trustees of our Hospital School, we wish to express 
our appreciation for the dedication shown by all our empl oyees; who we 
feel to be second to none in the Commonwealth, and wish to give our 
expression of the gratitude. 
Blizzard of "78", February 6, 7, and 8th, once again demonstrated 
the unselfish p~rformance of Managers and staff alike. All had one 
goal in mind - bhat of insuring the safety of our children and young 
adults at Massachusetts Hospital School. The young men and women of 
Canton, responded more than generously to our plea for volunteers. 
Once again, thanks for your support and cooperation. 
Respeptfully su~mitted, 
11 /1 '/ ' ) 11,1:;--;;-,-~:~{,~ ?.! I I' /'~ I) ~~_ _ 1 _ 
-
. " 
.. 
John F. O'Connor, M.P.H . 
• Superintendent 
. . -_- l...!-r:. -"'''''; _ ' 
Massachusetts I-Iospital School 
Canton 9 Massacllllsetts 02021 
Regarding Annual Report: 
The Massachusetts Hospital School has' experienced a healthy increase 
in both its average daily cen.s us, and its number of patients seen on an 
~ outpatient basis, increasing the average daily census by over 15% and out-
tients by 148%. ~he Hospital School underwent a major organizational 
~ifort that emphasized programs and staff concerns leading to an im-
proved quality of life for the young persons enrolled at Massachusetts 
-Hospital School. 
• 
·An additional major event was the Trustees and Administration spent many 
' hours formulating an updated Statement of Institutional Purpose and 
Guidelines for Admission, which should make clearer and easier the utilizatioll 
of the many resources at Massachusetts Hospital School by handicapped in-
dividuals, their families, and other agencies. 
Continuing Programs are: 
Baylies Beginning Center - Pre-school program intergrating able bodie d a'nd 
physically handicapped in the setting of the Massachusetts Hospita l School. 
Prepares children for interaction between able bodied and physical LY 
handicapped children at an early age. 
Donovan Living Experience - Independent Living Program for patient/student 
of the Hassachusetts ~-Iospi tal School which prepares them for life out~ ide 
the institution after graduation. 
Tempo - Developmental disabilities program primarily aimed at bi~th defective 
, children with a special empha,sis on family advocacy. Indepth medical inter-
ntion parent training unit aimed at the preservation of family life. 
~amp Sunfish - Four week surr®er camp on grounds of Massachusetts Hospital 
School cornpris~of physically handicapped children from the Co~monwealth. 
The camp was in session fro two, t .... "o week sessions. The program provided 
an opportunity for social dev'elopm~nt and recreational experiences. 
- 2 -
··New ,;Programs: 
. 
. 
·Supplemantary Security Income Medical Review Team - Part of the Massachuse tts 
SSI disabled children's program responsible for children in Massachusetts from 
birth to age 16, which received SSI benefits, housed in the Donovan Bldg. 
~ the Massachusetts Hospital School. 
ole Harrington Laboratory School - Housed at the Massachusetts Hospital Schoo l 
the day care center serves pre-schoolers on a flexible time schedule and is 
, planned to be used to teach handicapped patient/students child care. 
Rebound - A therapeutic adventure program , for special n'eeds adolescents. A 
ten day residential session presented a series of action-based challenges 
in a climate of support and encouragement. Participants explored their 
preconceived notions of limitations - both physical and social - in order 
to improve self-confidence and self-esteem, to experience positive social 
interactions in a community setting, and to accept increased responsibility 
,for the management of daily living skills. Physical activities are designed -
to be strenous, but within the range of capabilities of the individual 
student. The program was designed for adolescents (ages 14 to 18), male 
and female, who have physical condition which presents a social or emotional 
barrier to successful integration in a home or school environment. • 
J F. O'Connor, MPH 
, Superintendent 
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PROFILE OF MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL 
FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANVICAPPEV 
The Massachusetts Hospital School is a 110 .bed hospital facility with four 
extended care cottages. We have an x-ray suite, a laboratory, and 2 large 
operating rooms. Massachusetts Hospital School is accredited by the Joint 
Commission on Acc.reditation of Hospitals. -· 
Massachusetts Hospital School is located in Canton, 11assachusetts-15 miles 
south of Boston-not far froALL inters€cticn of Route 128 G.::1d Roule 138. 
We are a state-\'lide facility for children and a state-wide COllLTtlUni ty re- • 
source center fer the consultation, training and advocacy for the physically 
handicapped. We operate exclusively for the benefit of physically handi-
capped children. 
We provide a complete range of services that handicapped children need if 
they are to participate in the world of non-handicapped people. These ser-
. 
vices include: Hospital care, Surgery, Skilled nursing service, Physical 
and Occupational therapy, Social Services and Education. 
The Hospital School has been in existence since 1907 and was created by the 
Massachusetts State Legislature. It is a most unique institution-one of 3 
in the world that has a complete hospital and a complete educational facility 
We ~joy world-wide recognition in the field of pediatric orthopedics, · es-
pecially in the treatment of scoliosis ·and paraplegia. Massachusetts 
Hospital School is operated by the Department of Public Health with an annual 
budget from the Commonwealth that allows us to deliver first class quality 
medical and educational care to two hundred physically handicapped children 
on a daily basis ~ The highest administrative authority is a five man Board 
- ~.J . - " • -
of Trustees. Massachusetts Hospital School is not a free hospital-rates are 
A' 
established by_the Rate Setting Commission;" however, no child is denied 
admission because of financial d~fficulty. 
The seriousness and complexity of the conditions facing our children at the 
- 4 --
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Hospital School are staggering; Myelodysplasia, Sp inal Cord Injuries, Spi na 
Bifida, Cerebral Palsy~ Traumatic amputations, Scoliosis; Le99-Perthes 
Disease, Muscular Dystrophy, Freidrich's Ataxia, Rheumatoid Arthritis and 
all types of orthopedic conditions are seen here. The Children at Massa-
chusetts Hospital School are there for one or more ~easons-some require 
surgery or even a series of operations. 95% of all .the patient/students are 
in wheelchairs or bed carts • 
. 
The medical-surgical program is directed by a Medical Director and an 
Associate Medical Director and staffed by 3 residents in orthopedic surgery 
and a full time pediatrician. We have approximately 80 specialists in 
Orthopedic surgery, urology,·neurosurgery, neurology, · and other specialties 
who act as consultants and assist in the overall medical program. Children 
under 21 years of age and residing in Massachusetts are eligible to apply 
for admission upon referral by themselves or by their physicians. 
We have a number of regularly scheduled clinics for inpatient and outpatient s 
that · are held . by one or more of ou~ consultants on a weekly basis. Patients 
receive follow-up care at these clinics even after they are discharged. 
Parents of a baby born with physical handicaps or a child who acquires 
traumatic handicaps frequently have been given little understanding of their 
child's condition. Consequently many are in a state of bewilderment and 
shock. To overcome this, medical and developmental evalu~tions are ex-
-plained in layman's language. Counseling is available as required, by 
pediatricians, physical and occupational therapists, nurses, nutritionist 
and social workers. Some handicaps involve as many as five(5) different 
medical specialties and it is important that parents understand what is in-
volved in the dynamics of raising a child with a handicap. They learn, for 
.~ .. . 
'~ . ' . 
example, that their children are not as fragile and delicate as they may 
have believed. Like all children, they need to be played with-physically a~ 
actively. Indeed, parents learn that playful activities are crucial i n 
stimulating the growth of a handicapped child. · The families are encouraged 
t~ visit f reque!1 ~ ly • Tt-.s :' ::- \- :>:::'::;'ers and sist3rs 2.. d fr i ends ::>.-:' ' .. '? "-? '- -
• 
make an adjustment to family life for the handicapped child. By frequent 
. , 
visitation, brothers and sisters and friends realize that their handicapped 
child is "really normal". Parents are encouraged to take their children 
home on Holidays, Vacations, Saturdays and Sundays to keep and strengthen 
family ties -, and to make the situation as normal as possible. 
SUe to the development of effective antibiotics and polio vaccines, the 
past few decades have witnessed dramatic reduction in conditions which 
formerly ca~sed permanent disabilities in young patients. Prior to World 
War II and the development of the so-called wonder drugs, the life span of a 
. handicapped person was very IL~ited. Today the survival rate has increased 
rapidly especially from the initial crisis of injury or disease. 
The services of the Hospital Schoo~ may be' needed at any time by any child 
living in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Any child m&y become handi-
capped-either permantly or temporarily. Some children are born with defects 
either in the' spine or limbs; sometimes because of' things that may have 
happened to the mother when she was pregnant and the baby was forming. Ther~ 
are also hereditary problems. Things like muscular dystrophy, the ca~se 
of which is unknown as of today, paralysis that occurs due to injury of the 
spine through many unfortunate ac:ciden:ts such as a fall from a height that 
may give someone a broken back, an auto accident that may give a boy or girl 
a broken neck, gun shot wounds a~d many other unfortunate accidents that 
happen are all part of the total patient population of our facility. 
Our services include an active visiting staff from all the major teaching 
centers in Boston-Carney Hospital, The New England Medical Center, Children' s 
Hospital, The University of Massachusetts Medical School, Tufts Un~versity 
Medical School-just to name a few.' 
.~~ 
We have topnot~~' riursing staff that provides excellent service 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week,52 weeks a year. 
Our Physical Therapy Department is cO~cerned-= with many aSPects - of the well 
being of our children such as growth and whether or not new shoes, braces, c _ 
adjustments are needed, what type of wheelchair or bea cart, ' or crutches 2 ~ 
~ 
... .... 
needed for each individual child, maint~ining and increasing muscular 
strength. These are some o_f the goals of the Physical Therapy Department 
along _with promoting good bodily health through exercise. 
Our Occupational Therapy Department is very important and precise. They 
work at deve-Ioping fine muscular coordination as in the fingers and the hand. 
They also concern themselves with perception and learning disabilities. 
, 
They 'try to teach the children to dress themselves, to feed themselves and 
. -
·all ·the other activities of daily living. The eyes, the ears, the touch 
and all senses are utilized to their maximum. They · try to ·encourage that 
extra effort for a child to hold up their heads which causes strong muscle 
• 
contractions in the neck which helps their balance and perception . 
We have a'Speech Therapy Department. Some of our children have little 
voluntary control over muscles and they cannot articulate- at all. One 
young boy communicates by means of a communication board on which are words 
of his vocabulary. He understands quite well what is said to him; however, 
he has to point to words in a sequence for him to reply. 
We have .a Pre-School program. The pre-school program deliberately and 
purposely integrates children with and without physical handicaps. It ___ _ 
strives to have the physically handicapped 'co~~~~~_With_~~~~pp~handicappecl. 
At the a~e 3:to 5 a child in a home setting _kind ___ of __ roams ___ around __ the_house 
p,laying with pots- and pans and mother talks t.::> th~ child a.nd takes the child 
to the .-store. A child in this home setting gets an awful lot of varied ex-
perience that is not really formalized but they do contribute to the under-
standing of the world. However, children who are institutionalized do not 
always have these experiences. At Massachusetts Hospital School W~ provide 
clean, wonderful hospital care bui it is still not the same as a loving 
..... ~ 
.. t.: -
parent-a mother or ·father ·who takes care o~ most of the needs of a youngster 
and can recognize what a child wants or needs. Our Pre-School program does 
a good job of substitutio~ for the loving parent and gets into this pots and 
pans thing. They make the time to take a child to a store, to a pust office 
and try to pro.vide whatever it is; an emotional and social development. 
At Massachusetts Hospital School the re~ard for many of our employees i s 
very great; helping a child who has never walked to learn to do so:'on 
crutches with braces on legs that have no feeling. 
In 1973 we implemented a new program at Massachusetts Hospital Schoo1- a 
Nursery Program. This is the early intervention into the lives of child-
ren from 3 months to 6 years of age. It consists of a one month in-depth 
evaluation period~ The child, prarents and family receive education at 
Massachusetts Hospital School on their particular handicap. A plan is 
tailor-made to fit the individual child, where such things as the type of 
physical therapy, occupational therapy or surgery at a specified date is 
suggest,ed. They are trained .and counselled to support their efforts to 
maintain the child in a home setting. A team approach is used with a 
pediatrician, a nurse, a nutritionist, psychologists, physical therapists 
and occupational therapists and a social worker. From experience we have 
found this program to be very helpful in preserving marriages that have 
been stained by the birth of a handicapped child and has in many cases 
prevented institutionalizing and placement of a young infant or a child. 
We are named a Hospital School for a very good reason. I have told your 
a little about our hospital but in addition we have a large modern school 
faco;otu ~roviding a range of education from pre-school to post-graduate 
high school. We also have minor vocational training. Our school system 
fully accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges. 
1hose residents who are ambulatory attend classes in the school building " 
while those who are bed bound are able to participat~ in their classes 
through a closed-~ircuit. television. ThiE is quite a unique capab~lity 
of our institution to have this 24 channel T.V. system. In addition 
... ~' . . 
- , 
. . ' I . 
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surgical operations can be televised and shown to a maXilU1.1JIl of 500 l·~cdic"'l 
Professionals in the school ' s auditorium. Facilities exist for recording 
and showing video tapes. Tap es are made of new procedures and techniques 
-
and are shared with other centers throughout the world. ' The potential for 
acquiring and sharing knowledge in behalf of handicapped childr.en is enormous 
through this T.V. system. 
Chapter 766 is a new law in the Commonwelath of Massachusetts that became 
. 
effective September 1, 1974. The concept of this law has been ongoing at 
Massachusetts Hospital School for several decades and that is providing: 
"education for children with special needs·. We have after school activities 
for our patients/students ~t include wheelchair basketball a nd wheelchai~ 
street hockey where local non-handicapped teams come in and compete with 
our teams. However, these teams also have a disadvantage as they must use 
wheelchairs. We have seen s am'e real interesting games between our handicappe 
in wheelchairs and the non-handicapped in wheelchairs-it kinds of puts 
everyone in the same boat., We have a boy and a girl scout program and 
driver education is provided including road tests. We had a car 'donated by 
a civic group and it is equipped with many different types of hand and foot 
controls that allow us to have this valuable service for our children'. Last 
year 15 of our students attended a convention for handicapped peop le in 
. Washington , D.C. They trave1ed by bus and parents, volunteers, and staff 
went with them to help them out. They toured the White House and they even 
attended a dinner theater. They had a great time and left a lasting im-
pression on the people that they met-the doormen, the hotel clerks, and one 
thing lim sure of, is that a11 ~~e people t!ley did meet are much m~re aware 
now of physical barriers than they were before. We also have a day student 
~ .... \ 
program at Massachusetts Hospital School which is where a student within a 
reasonable mileage ratio comes everyday for his or her education and returns 
to their home at night. We h·ave around 50 students in this category, where 
architectural barriers do no~ permit them to attend their local schoo l 
systems. Physical barri ers sach as narrow doors, curbstones, bathrooms thc ~ 
- q -
,. are inaccessible to those i n wheelchai~s are a few of the problems that 
confront a handicapped person. 
o Physical disabilities d o make children differen t. ,But difference is 
-frequentl.y ove~ emphasized and often results in harmful prejudice. The 
truth is, young peop~e with physical handicaps are more like other young 
people than different. If y ou look beyond the h andicap you will find 
that a child is a chi1d • 
. In conclusion, ~ur goa l at Massachusetts-Hospital School is to help 
handicapped people achieve t heir highest leves of independence. To try 
to bring the most mod~=n e:!uc ~tion, the most moa.ern treatmE::l1t and concepts 
and surgical procedure s to c ur handicapped children; and we try to add 
in as much tender lov1ng care with all ' of our related rehabilitative 
disciplines to make a handicapped child into an independent and happy 
adult. 
• 
... , 
. 
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PERSONNEL 
The Personnel Department is responsible for the processing of 
all information regarding recruitment and termination of employees, 
preparation of staffing reports, and maintenance of current records 
on employee life and health insurance, plus retirement benefits and 
Affirmative Action. Also a program to deal effectively and aid in 
a troubled employees program was su~cessfully continued. 
An orientation program for new employees has completed its second 
successful year and is a vital part of our personnel program. 
SECURITY 
Security continues to provide 24 hour per day, 7 day a week 
security coverage to our handicapped children, an~ the 26 building s 
encompassing 75 acres of the Massachusetts Hospital School . 
• -1:~ • 
- , ~. ..,.r 
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As i!'! th~ ~p<.:.S~ I the t,.1.:J l"..l:1tee!. s:-:!."',Ticc. :S~'; J..r:'::-:~~nt c "~:-.d : ln"es to l~rO"loi~·.t!.c 
l·~.H.S \·,1.;.:h vcl.tmteo::s that a re enc:'-S2l:ic,'c;·}re:, :::;'.:'bl..:, and ::::.:xsc i 2m:io1.1.:; . 
Trt:l.s ye,=>.r J~ ly 1,19"i7 t11rough JU;.l2 30 , l~ :<3 , sc.I'l ,"l.n uve:t:uqe Ii? voln!1t~-;rs PE'~ 
mC'n::~L dci~'i::.t:u 1.3,385 hours ';:o..:al. 
In a.ddi ~i::>", the v::; l.un teer DGp3.rtmen:: hU2 ;'7o::~~'2d c:losel:- -..ri. ;_L d.G I:'(~l:SOnL<': 1. 
Dc:n:::-tr:1ent (j::;.st this ~'eo.r moving i ~o the fO!:msr Persor.r.el Di.rectors I Cffic.<,i, 
bet\'leen the '.'olw,te :;::'" D?partr.ent ~:1d t:I.C Pe::csonn21 Dsrart.:nen t \,'ere 't te AJ!m:a1.. 
Employ", .:::-: Cook-Out and P i c :1ic, Bi- !.r.;1'1::.1 :i l oocJnc b .i.le, C~"'1:istmas Farty , Uni tt't: 
vlay , and " A ['elY at a Fublic Healt.~1 F ';h~':'lity". 
1?0.rhnps the !:l,:)S:' posi t iv.e ev(S:nt the. ':: l.ranspi rec. co;-"cerning the Vo1u:1"::eer 
Dr-:pi;n'bnl"nt for the I"iscal ~"=.:lr, was -:~1C rC3por.se from the surrou'-.c1':",-.g t.owns :.21 
p~'ovi ,,:Hrl,l] volunteers (1'\.Jr ii~q 'l:he "Eli~z"::-d cf ' 73 " . During dHt period of ti~-:e 
2 76 'V o .l,unteers c3.onated 3,631 . ours of r.:::!l it':: 1:0 un over\'l'Jr}~ed IIcspi tal Schoo":" 
staf~ . An Appreciatiol'.Dance was l:eld in tj1e 5rC1'iton 1I.uditori..uffi to sho'\'l our 
th'.lrks , 
The rws t nega tivp asp0ct of the year unqt;.e !5 tfom:.bly, , \'.'2.8 and prc ::; e:1tly 
is, ~he low morale o f ~11 personnel. This opinion can be uas~d on ~e c10s~ 
contact that 'L-his der i!.°i.:rnent has l..t3_Lr i: . IL 3 . er1IJloy:=es . TriO 1c".V morale , in 
II11 opinio 1 , Las ':0 cia \·;i th 2 factors: A). th ,;: fa~.lure of -the \.1 n i.on t e, s:::-C;Jre 
a n equit<:l.blE: setU.c,,·,e!l t \lit' t he St.'3te and B) . the re-i;lligrLllen 'c a n d ch,~r. ';8 
o f many services previdcd 'by ma!1Y c~partments, where t hey have. little inp ut 
i n tcrr~uli.1tin9 p()l ,~c:y anJ /cr ir.lplem<:!nting rew 'programs. 
The gre0.test ey.!:,)ectation t.hat I personal], '! \-lClu1d :!..~ ,ke t o see is a solidify-
i ng or , S~li:1g of many p.rogr.:>.ffis I "lith less future ch,:ng~ , so that people car 
g~~t ,? h nndle on \<!:1at is e~~p~cted of therr., a.nd increase tLeir confide nce in 
t he \'li:.y tha.t they perform d:.eir jobs . 
Ny greatest conc ern ,,-ould be that the period of building o f c onfidence in 
t h e perfoming o f a j ob , will not be adequat e and 1mler ing morale even furthe r . 
- 1 2 -
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.AUDIO VISUAL 
Th~ Audio Visual Technician does all photography and this includes 
the following: 
- 1. movies, s Xides, prints, color and black & white 
2. medical photography: pre, -during and post surgical 
3. medical and school teaching aides 
4. copying x-rays 
s. class pictures and yearbook pictures 
6. identification badges 
Also mocifies, instal~ and repairs all damaged and inefficient audio 
visual equipnent and replaces defective parLs and ins taIls aids for use in 
the school and hospital. Also tests for accuracy and calibration and modi-
fications for its use. Ma~ains and teaches the use of audiometers and sight 
testing instruments, installation and mainten3-~ce of intercommunications and 
paging systems. Repairs reco rding instrunents. Developed anu maintains 
vocal chord amplifier for pa~ients vita paYalyzed vocal chords. 
CLOS8) CIRCUIT TELE'lISION 
'. The entire school is e<!uipped with a closed circuit television system. 
Each classroom, equipped with camera and :wnitor, provides two-way communication 
to every room in the Hospital. 
Children confined to hed because of illness or surgery continue with their 
school program via one of the television channels which links them to their 
classroom. An intercom unit within the system permits audio discussion between 
classroom and patient. 
•• 
the school is a member of the 21 in~~ classroom and uses special television . 
programs from Channe 1 2 J NGBH-TV, Boston I s educational channe 1. 
" 
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Fonowing i s the Annual Repo.rt of the S chool Department for the school year which opened 
"cmSeptember 1, 1'l77, and closed on June 19, 1978. 
SCHOOL STATISTICS 
-0 
School was in session 176 days. 
Scbool day: 8:45 a. m. -12:00 Noon. 1:00 p. m. - 3:30 p,m. 
Recreation/Phy-sical Education Program in the school gym and 
living areas - 3:30 p. m. - 7:30 p. m. 
Total number of students served including day, residential andDaylies Preschool - 19~ 
MHS Day School - 19. Baylies Day School - 23. 
Sttxtents came. from over 80 different cities and towns of the Commonwealth 
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (SClIOOL) 
t. Program Purpose - Physically handicapped students are offered the broadest background 
possible to help them to develop into intelligent and responsible citizens . Many of the 
aduates go on to further education, some to four-year colleges, .while others gc directly 
nto industry. Many o:f the graduate s are self-supporting. 
The school curriculum includes preschool and kindergarten, and grades one through twelve, 
with special work in arts and crafts and music. . Speech therapy is provided for all students 
who have problems with articulation, stuttering and other speech defects. Students in 
junior and senior high school are prepared in college, commercial and vocational courses. 
VOcational offerings include electronics, offset printing, bookkeeping, accounting, mechanical 
drawing, drafting, art, keypunch operation, switchboard operation, stenography and office 
practice. 
BAYLIES PRESCHOOL 
This special day care open classroom program for both normal and physically handicapped 
children was begun in ~ril, 1972. It includes children with muscular dystrophy, myelodysplaia , 
hearing loss, speech impediments, various muscular, bone and neurological impairments for 
age 3, to 6. Staff inc-l!udes teachers, social worker, occupational, physical and speech 
therapists, who provide an integrated. program in preparation for Massachusetts Public School. 
DAY STUDENTS 
The scho01 accommodates . at the present ti~e 20 day students who live within commuting 
range of the Hospital SChool. These are students who have experienced =~friculty with the 
physical facilities of local schools, but do not require inpatient care • 
. r::;;;;;?- . Program Impact - ~e school program is concerned with all the needs of physically 
landicapped children from the youngest to those who may need post-graduate work after 
having graduated from high school. The educational program reaches approximately 150 
combined, 20 day and 18 Baylies s~udents. The program is an integrated part of an effort 
to provide care for the whole child who will be better prepared to cope with his environ-
'ment and to be a self sustaining member of society in some cases • 
. 3. Projection of De1Dand - In spite of Chapter 766 there will ce~ainly ~lways be 
chi ldren who either can not attend p ublic schoo1s for medical/physi.cal :r;easons, o:r; who 
need the resources of the hosital for extented periods of time. The increase inou:r; 
ho~ital utilization will present an increased demand on our educational staff to meet 
short tem educational needs of hospital in-patients, and the population change to more 
severly handicapped long term patients as a result of Chapter 766 will no doubt inc:r;ease 
the demand of special educational facilities and staff. 
4.Life cycle - The education program is constantly changing and evolving but does not see 
any dermination point in the future. The in-patient population has and wi ll continue 
to becoine geared to those patients with more severe handicaps, due to Chapter 766. This 
situation has stimulated the continuing of vocational education and II survival 11 education, 
while there continues to be a population whose intellectual needs are the major concern. 
5.Plann!nq Horizon - Because of the highly diverse student population, in age, needs, and 
ability it usually takes a great deal of planning before implementing new action. We 
are also dealing with ~ang term educational plans and abrupt changes while sometimes bene-
ficia!", require a great deal of forethought and coordination of personnel. Presently the ' 
~ ¢banging population and possible increased utili~ation by unknown patients might hinder the 
~~tion of accurate planning predictions. Decision made by appropriate personnel usually 
~e 2-3 yrs to effectively implement. 
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7. Funding Profile - ~..s we are bound t o t he State Accounting System, we do not break 
down our costs by the programs outlined in t his z:eport. In the spirit o.f being "ene 
Institution"geared to the "whole child" with complete inter-departmental cooperation, 
~some Department of 'Pub1ic Health funds go to Support Services personnel assigned to 
( ~ducational PrOgram work and Department -bf- D;P.E. funded personnel carry on tasks in the 
hospital division. Enclosed, therefore, find our list of total Requested, Appropriated 
and Expended Funds for the past five years. If we were to completely isolate perso'nnel by 
division for the sake of accounting, it would greatly reduce our effectiveness . Let it 
also be noted that where as the Supportive Service Program is a new program we have no 
historical data on it. 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
'1979 
Requested 
3,447,763 
4,167,983 
4,662,379 
4,017,532 
4,167,549 
5,246,055 
Appropriated 
3,447,000 
3,484,000 
3,484,000 
4,017,532 
4,593,720 
Expended 
3,480,048 
3,626,621 
3,487,830 
3,974,072 
8. Inter-relationships - The Hospital is a Division of Mass. Hospital School, which is 
itself an institution or division under the general supervision of the commissioner 
of Public Health and the Department of Public Health acting in his behalf . 
The Secretary of Human Services is a member of the Governor's Cabinet and responsible for 
the Depa~ent of PUblic Health and a variety of other Human Services agencies. The 
Hospital maintains an ongoing relationshi~ with the Division of Family Health Services 
which sponsors clinics for handicapped children held at and administered by Hospital 
personnel. There are no funds directly received from the Federal Government for any 
Hospital activity. The Tempo Program is funded by Family Health Services using some 
Federal funds funneled through a non-profit corporation. The program is a joint effort 
utilizing some hospital personnel and space resources supplemented by the Tempo personnel. 
The program is .designed to admit spina bifida and other mutip1y handicapped children from 
three months to five years of age. for an in-patient evaluation of approximately one montb. 
_ This is primarily a developmental evaluation of the child fo~ purposes of structuring 
a home care program with short and long term goals for rehabilitation. The Tempo Program 
is staffed by a team consisting of a pediatrician, nurses, social workers, family counselor, 
physical therapists, occupational therapist, and nutritionist. All of these pool their 
skills to evaluate the potential level of development in the child and the emotional, 
social and physical needs of the total family. A basic curriculum of parent counseling and 
education is provided by each team member for the purpose of preparing parents to deal 
with the problems and needs of the child at home. 
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Attendance Stati.stics - Massachusetts School Registers 
Level Aggregate A~rage Daily Aggregate Average Daily 
Present Present Membership Membership 
Baylles 3535 22 4698 29 
(1/2 day sessio~ for_a scho_ol y«:ar of ~62 days.) . 
1 585 3 
~ 2 . 1422 . 8 
3 1571 9 
4 1254 7 
\ r 5 1358 8 
6 2149 12 
7 2736 16 
8 2587 15 
~ 
9 2197 13 
10 2011 11 
. 
11 1276 7 
., 
.. ; ~.- . 
.. 
12 1483 9 
Hospital 1023 6 
Register Figures by !!.evel 
. Hospital - Not On AIrf Other Register 
BayUes 
1 . 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
TDtals 
• ~ . , . . J .-
I I 
616 4 
14~4 9 
1689 10 
1402 8 
1380 8 
.2248 13 
2936 17 
2714 16 
2231 13 
2234 13 
1454 8 
1746 10 
1133 6 
Total Students Served 
During School Year 
28 
- 17 -
29 
S- .... , .-: 
11 
-11-
9 ·· 
S 
15 
IS · 
18 
13 
14 
9 
II 
199 
Percent of Attendance 
75% 
95% 
96% 
93% 
89% 
98% 
96% 
93% 
.. .. - -95% 
98% 
90% 
88% 
85% 
90% 
October 1 Census 
26 
4 
7 
11 
7 
7 
13 
16 
16 
12 
15 
10 
11 
I 
School Cens us 
Although it would appear that our student-teade,l' ratio is fu.volable, note that a number of the 
classes have had over ten students in the m. All of the s tudents need special as s istance, and 
the majority of the students need help in putting on and taking off coats, getting books, turning 
pages, m'oving from place to place, assistance in toileting and in all manner of activities of 
daily liVing. Within each class exists a wide nnlge of learning abilities necessitating for 
the most part an individualized approach to leaDling/teaching. Students are being taught on 
. their own levels in all academic subject areas. In view of these fact s, it is essential that 
the student - teacher ratio be kept low and in some cases lowered. We are limited in the 
giving of the one-to-one learning approach which is so essential in dealing with our multiply 
handicapped population. 
School C 'alendar 
The school calendar was written in accordance with State Law to include 185 days or a tota l 
of 990 hours in the high school and 900 hours m the elementary school. On the first and 
third Wednesdays, the elementary school was dismissed to anow the teachers to meet in 
committe~ for the purpose of curri culuin revisioo and the impl,ementation of !lew projects and 
programs. This was the third year of such program. The teachers have been able to con-
tinue the reorganization of the reading and math pJrograms a nd to insure that the elementary 
programs are integrated from level to level. !l'l!Struction has been indvidualized to some 
extent for all students. For other s tudents, me wtal instruction has been individualized. 
During the next school year, we shall continue to provide s imilar planning and preparation 
time. 
Because 'of the Blizzard of February, 1978, a r eduction of four days was made in our 
. calendar. During the week of the b,lizzam', however, with the cooperation of staff that was 
available, programs were planned for the students. There were pr.ograms on Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday of that week • 
. '
~ ' . ' , '"'. I · • • J ' 
• 
I 
I 
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, . 
September 6 
September 7 
October 10 
November 11 
November 23 
November 28 
December 23 
1978 
January ., 
January 16 
February 17 
. February 27 
' March 24 
April 14 
April 24 
May 29 
JUne 11 
June 23 
Tuesday 
~ 
Wednesday 
Monday 
Friday 
Wednesday 
Monday 
Friday 
Tuesday 
~ 
Monday 
Friday 
Monday 
.Friday 
Friday 
Monday 
Monday 
Sunday 
Friday 
MASSACHUSET'rs HOSPITA L SCEOOL 
Schoo l Calend a r 1977~}978 
All res i den t i al students return 
to the Hospit a l Schoo l 
Faculty He e ting 1: 00 P.M. 
School opens, 9:00 A.M. 
C9lurnbus Day, No Sch ool 
Veterans Day, No Sch ool 
- *School closes at no on for Thanksgiving rece s . 
School ope,ns after Thanksgiving rece ss 
*School c l oses at noon for Winter holidays 
School opens after Winter holidays 
Dr. Mart.in Luther . King Jr. Day, No Schoo l 
*School closes at 3: 30 for February r ecess 
School opens after February recess 
Good Friday, No School 
*School closes for Ap ril recess at 3:30 
School opens af,ter April recess 
Memorial Day; No Sch ool 
Graduat i on 
School closes at noon for summer 
.Parents are urged to visit the school and ~onfer with teachers the last hour 
of school on these days and any o t her co~venient day • 
• 
. Please Note: Grades K-6 in , the Elementary school will b e dismissed at noon o n 
the first and ' third ~vednesday of each month. 
Report Cards issued: November 18 Term closes : November 10 
War nings issued: 
February 
April 
JUne 
October 14,· 
3 January 
14 April 
23 June 
December 16 ~ March 10. l-iay 19 
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27 
7 
22 
r 
I. 
Faculty 
Nursery School/Kindergarten. During the past year both the Nursery School and the 
Kindergarten children have been attending school in the Baylies Presch001 . 
. . 
Intern Teachers. Four new Intern Teachers are hired each year for one school year. During 
the schoo! year 1977-1978, three Interns started the first week of school while the fourth began 
during October. Teachers attended m edical lectures given by Dr. 0 'Hare and other medical 
personnel. Surveys of all other hospital departments were made by the Intern Teachers giving 
them the opportunity of becoming fumiliar with the total MHS complex. Each Intern teachers 
in addition to having this learning experience, had a program of teaching responsibilities. 
All Interns were certified Massachusetts teachers well able to carry out programs for 
children. 
89-313 Federal Grant Personnel - Programs 
Under this grant we were able to supplement our programs for children. Six Tea.:her / Student 
Assistants served in a: wide variety of areas. In addition to assisting teachers in the capacity 
of teacher aide, these dedicated people served the needs of the students in attending to all 
manner of personal needs (not requiring lifting). They helped day school students with 
personal needs, eatin.g, writing, pushing, putting on clothing, etc. In the classroom under 
the supervision of the claSsroom teachers, they instructed small groups ':If children. Some 
worked with the children in the library and assisted the librarian in her work. 
James Lynch, Physical Education Director, and two paraprofessioIl2.1 assistants organized and 
planned meaningful physical education/ recreations programs for all students. 
In addition, we were able to hire two supplementary teachers. These two persons were able 
to direct the activities: of children confined to bed. They had responsib l lity Within' classrooms 
teaching students who were in need of supplementary educational programs. They were called 
upon to substitute in classrooms when teachers had to attend important evaluation meetings. 
In the late fall an amendment was made to the existing grant of $64, 800 bringing the total 
amOlm.t of the FY 78 &9-313 to $95,668.37. This enabled us to gain the services of a Core 
Eval:aation Team Liaison. Jane Buckley came to us with excellent qualifications: former 
student at MHS, fonner MHS Teacher Intern, overseas service wi th the Peace Corps. She 
bas been working in the capacity of the CETL since March 1, 1978. (For the next school 
year Miss Buc. kley will continue in assisting us and the Bureau of Institution Schools in the 
capadty of a Team Liaison Person.) In addition to Miss Buckley, a CETL for Lakeville 
State Hospital - Thomas Andrews - was included in the amendment .. 
The Hospital School Staff is composed of individual .people sometimes holding different 
viewpoints. However, in one area ALL are in agreement. The personnel which comes to 
us under 89-313 compliment and supplement the total school programs. The students/ 
patients are in tlme to the invaluable programs which are supplied umEr this grant. 
(At the end of the grant period, a complete report will be prepared relative to the grant.) 
For the. next school year we have made appli'?ltion for an 03 - 89313 Grant ~f $90,975.24. 
(Now pending approval of the Dept. of EducatIon.. ) 
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Donovan Experience - Baylies Beginning Center - Total - $80.4>9"04 
These two programs were included under an 03 Contract with the Department of Education 
with the Massachuset::s Hospital School Medical and Educational Fund for the Handicapped, Inc. 
(Jnder Program 1- Donovan Living Experience - 21 seniors and j uniors at Mass. Hospital 
School plus a backup group of 9 sophomores were served in a. pmgmm designed for transi-
. tiona 1 living experiences prior to leaving MHS for the community • 
. Ali.ce King served as the capable Project Coordinator and was assisted by Aline Morin in 
organizing and directing the program. Two Personal Care Attendants. a Typist. and the 
use of a Chauffer rej)Eesented the other personnel working on the project. 
Alice King has prepcu:ed a .. detailed sumnary report on the project. Please note in -page 1 
of her report: 
This year's annml report has certainly grown vs. the one page penned out for last year! 
FUs~ because we are under contract and wish to keep accwate accounts of our innovative 
program and secondly to share how very much we have 1eamedthis year. 
DLE is tmder cootract through Bureau of !.TI~itutiona.1 Schools' monies. ($: -35,876.04) 
this year starting 1~ 1, 1977, through June 30, 1978. Our business manager is 
Marilyn Wysche. The DLE has run a nice, ti ~ght. level. non greedy money expenditure 
wen a:ccorciing to its contract, thank you. Many thanks to Lorraine Atkin and 1v1arilyn 
Wys~e. 
The OLE practices being a separate entity from the Institution's base, both financially 
and to some extent, physically .. yet enjoys communication. on an in -service level wi th 
. all campus compo.n.ents. As director of the DLE, I have fOlmd my advisor and so~nding 
board, Karen KuS:tm.an, to be of particular importance to the development of DLE 
this year. Also me new head ,of O. T., Debbie Cerullo~ ha.s agreed to be of serious 
in-put in the OLE· in September. 
The Saylies Beginning Center - Program II - ($44, 593.00) provided a program for a number 
of children assigned to. the Center as well as giving opportunity for children i!1 the Hospital 
area to take p:1rt in 3l school program. The four persons vror.king under the contract 
included: Teaclling Assistant, Speech Therapist, Playroom Therapist, O. T. 
Por the next sch()()l year we have been awarded a contract for $?O. 975. 24 under the 
Massachusetts Hospital School Medical and Educational Fund for the &ndicapped, Inc. to 
carry 00 both of the alDove programs • 
• 
/ 
I 
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SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
Boy Scouts - Cub Scouts (directed by Frank Drummey) met bi-we.ekly. 
Debate Club .- Forensic League (Sponsor - Board of Trustees) met at least weekly and 
attended several events during the school year off campus. 
Driver Training - Mr. Thomas Comer of Comer's Professional Driving School held 
classes during the school year which were attended by four students. All four stucEnts 
will be returning for the school year 1978-1979 and it is expected that they will obtain 
leamer's permits and have road training during the year. 
Three students received licens·es to drive. 
From our exp'erience with our population, it is evident that students need a 
complete eva~uation ~o determine physical ability to begin dr.iver training. Such 
an evaluation can be made at the Braintre.e Hospital where they have equipment to 
evaluate visual, perceptualt and cognitive status of individuals. 
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission should be consulted regarding the funding 
of the Driver Training Program and Evaluation. 
Reli:gious Education ~ Voluntary. Throughout the school year 011 each Tuesday after 
school religious education classes were held. Rabbi Mann, Father Frost, and Rev. 
Pfiffer conducted the classes. 
, 
Other Events 
, ... '-,--............ ~, 
September 22, 1977 - Norwood Ellcs Picnic 
October 26, 1977 - Halloween Party - Student Council 
November - Alumni Banquet 
December 5, 1977 - Christmas Party - Milton 40/8 American Legion 
December 11, 1977 - Annual Cootie Christmas Party - VFW 
December 13, 1977 - Armual No -mood Elks 
December 15, 1977 - Play - Students at the Howard Scnoo1 - W. Bridgewater 
December 19, 1977 - Student COtnlcil Christmas Party 
December 21, 1977 - Holiday Tea - MHS 
December 22, 1977 - Holiday Concert - MHS Students 
March 6, 1978 - MHS Students present play • 
March 14, 1978 - MHS Students attend Flower Show - .Sponsor - Atty Robt. Schneider 
April 4, 1978 - Hockey Team - To Bruins Dinner - Sponsor Stoughton Knights of Pythias 
April 6, 1978 - MHS Students attend Ballet 
May 10, 1978 - Annual Tree Planting. 9th grade dedication to Anita Gadbois (former 
. • student of the 9th grade) Planted at lake 
May 15 -18, 1978 - Fi~ld Events for MHS students 
May 25, 1978 - Annual:Sports ·Banquet for MHS students 
JlDle 1, 1978 - Musical - Hingham Jr. High School. , 
. June 8, · 1978 - Annual Cerebral Palsy Institute held at MHS for Boston University class. 
June 11, 1978 - Graduation 
June 8, 1978 - Senior Class Dinner - Shenanigans. 
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Summary of Sports - Recreation - Physical Educatior. Program. 
Under Federal Grant 89-313, we were once again able to supplement oar school programs 
by having an active sports program. Students engaged in competitive. basketbaltand hockey 
games with a variety of outside teams - religious groups, schools, civic associations , 
college groups, . etc . . One wheelchair hockey game and one wheelchair basketball game 
each week of the ~school year rounded out the schedule. 
Announcement of the events was made at the Annual Sports Banquet on May 25,1978 . 
Basketball. - Boys andGirls WOIl; - 22 . Lost - 6 
Hockey - Boys and Girls Won - 29 Lost - 2 
Annual Field Day· 
. 
. . _.-. -~.-
Hockey Shoot - Girls - Joan West 
. Ho~ey Shoot - Boys - Joe Kingston 
... - . Bowling - BCfS and Girls - John Flavin 
Wheelchair Race - Electric - 12-volt - Robin Martin 
24-volt. - Bill Rull 
SO-yard da.sh - Wheelchair -:- Girls - Connie Carlozzi 
Boys - John Hanczaryk 
Softball throw - Girls - Joan West 
~ Boys - John Hanczaryk 
Bumper Pool Tournament ~ Boys and Girls - Wayne Wilson 
Pinball Toumament - Boys and Girls - Bill Rull 
RecJeation Director - James C. Lynch 
Paraprofessional Assistants - Susan Donnelly and Paul Carrozza 
• 
I. 
I . 
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Summary 
As yoo will note, we have been serving under the Dept. of Education since July I, 1974, while 
at the same time serving under the Dept~ of Public Health. The area in ,which we experience 
the most additional working time i s in the area of personnel - dealing with hiring, questions 
relating to proper payroll, sick leave, vacation credits, etc. We now have acquired the 
.ability to take care of the needs of our employees, a.lthough sometimes the answers bave to 
be pa:tiently awaited. Each year it does become easier to handle all the questions and 
-problems which might arise. 
For -the new school year we expect to have 03 contracts in place with the Massachusetts 
--Hospital School Medical and Educational Fund for the HandiCapped, Incorporated as 
follows: 
L Donovan · Living Experience - BayUes Preschool -
(Dept. of Ed. 03) Approved 
- . 
2.. Core Evaluation Team Liaison Person 
(Dept. of Ed. 03) Approved 
3. Alternative Educational and Recreational Progmm 
(Dept of Ed •• 03 - 89313) Pending Approval 
- ' 
In. AppreciatiOn 
$94,204.-10 
$18,553.32 
1-90,975.24 
The success of our school year is due in no small measure to the cooperative effort of 
students, staff, parents, and frieIl;ds. Special tll..anks to 
To the Board of Trustees for all the assistance which they have given both in word and 
in deed - $$$. Th rough the Board we were able to reward students for assisting other 
students, give awards at graduation, arrange trips to museums, etc. The Board funded 
some convention programs for teachers. The Massachusetts Association for Handicapped 
Children, Inc., ftmded many of the summer activities of the children - trips, ice cream 
cones, picnics - all those activities that make "fun" times for the children at MHS. 
To Jack O'Connor - Superintendent - for his interest and help in planning new programs 
for MHS and for his continued effort in being the Captain of our ship. 
To John Stewart for his continued help in ordering materials and In watching over our 
leaking roof. One of the best things that happened this year is that THE ROO F NO 
LONGER LEAKS. Thanks to all efforts made by the Administration. 
To Mr. Dodge for arranging dozens of school trips. 
- . 
To Mrs. Johnson for planning lunches for the students when on trips off campus. For 
pJaming and preparing the teas which we have had during the school year. For her 
part in making the Sports Banquet one of the great events of the school year. 
- 2 4 -
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To John Sinnott for his untiring effort in putting the school program together, arranging 
schedules, interviewing candidates for positions, taking care of needs of 3tudent and 
teacher volunteers. And for being ready and able to change a student's program if 
it was in the best interest of the student. 
To all the teachers who carried on their program :in spite of many interruptions in the 
year. For their cooperation in writing educational .plans, quarterly reports, attending 
conferences relative to their children, and for doing all those things "beyond the 
call of duty ... 
To the entire Hospital School Staff - Nursing, O. T., P. T., Medical, Administrative, 
Dietary, Maintenance, Groundsmen, Drivers, etc .• for the cooperative spirit which 
we enjoy at MHS. 
To Frank Callahan and Mary Marshalka for all their wolk in handling our 89-313 
grant with all its changes and amendments (Canton School Department). 
To perSonnel in the Department of Education for their invaluable assistance in 
supporting us ' in Boston: 
~.;;-:~ Booth - Director of B I S - for keeping us up to date on all D. 'Of Ed. 
'T affairs in Boston and for being available to , us when we had need. 
Diane Hall - Asst. Director - for expertise on the RFP and 03 contracting. 
Tonti Olson - for help with all manner of personnel activity. 
Jackie Belf-Becker - for help with legal issues involving BIS, etc. 
Roz Alexander - for prompt response to our need for stamps. 
,Leon Kaufmann - for handling our orders at the D. of Ed 
Ted Don - for handling our personnel problems as they relate to insurance, new 
employees, etc. 
John Cunningham. - for invaluable assistance in the 89-313 and 03 contracts. 
To any of those numbers of persons who have helped us through this school year and 
whom I have not mentioned by name - thank you. • 
Respectfully submitted 
.~ ,eCcz;r,~ 
• Lorraine R. Atkin 
I 
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BRACE SHOP 
The purpose of our Brace Department is to service our handicapped 
inpatients, day students, and outpatients, with orthopedic appliances 
such as long leg braces, short leg braces, orthopedic and custom made 
shoes, Pelvic bands, celastic jackets, also ger.eral repairs to braces 
including recovering with leather and chemisol plastics, repair shoes, etc. 
Materials that are used are aluminum, steel, felt, velcro tape for 
straps and buckles, plastics. 1·1r. George Heroux and f.fr. Gary Smith have been 
trained to repair all orthopedic appliances including celastic jackets, and 
to assist· in fitting patients • 
. ORTIlOPEDIC BRACE & LEA1l:iER SHOP 
Day 
OPD . Students Hospital Dorms Total . 
Braces 7S 34 382 436 927 
Body Jackets 4 0 6 .- :: 15 25 
Leather Work 42 14 ISS 196 407 
Splints 2 0 2 5 9 
. Shoes 
·16 5 79 151 251 
General Repairs 4 0 27 143 174 . 
Other Special Work 0 0 {) 36 36 
Total Special Work 4 0 ·27 179 210 
GRAND TOTAL 147 53 678 1161 2039 
~~. 
' . t. ' . , 
.. -- '" . 1 . 
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MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL 
.- ~ ... - . 
-. -- ~  
DIAGNOSTIC CENSUS 
Total Census 120 June 1978 
Cerebral P~lsy 48 
Muscular Dystrophy 20 
Myelodysplasia 21 
Spinal Cord Injuries 10 ' . 
, ~ 
Scoliosis 1 
Brain Tumor 3 
Arthrogryposis 4 
~ .... .. 
Old Polio 2 
Friedreich's Ataxia 2 
Myelitis with Diabetes 1 
Transverse-Myelitis ' 1 
Rickets 1 
Encephalocele .1 
Leg Length Discrepancy 1 
Osteogenesis Imperfecta 3 
Hydrocephalus 1 
120 
:. 
* 1 C.P. patient at University of. Mass., Worcester Hospital 
1 Apert' s Syndrome patient at C.:I.M.C. 
, Not Counted in census but will return to Mass. Hospital School 
I . 
. / 
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·1978 ANNUAL REPORT 
NURSING DEPART~lliNT 
~~SSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL 
The Nursing Department has had a trying year with 
continuing increase of the multiply handicapped child and his· 
needs. Included are the most recent time st~dy audits de-
noting the average ca::e needs to be approximately 12 hours in 
24 hours. Classification of patients/students follows: 
Minimum l-1aximum 'April 
Pop. I-Independent II-~are II1- Care 
' ~38~ 
IV Total Care 
121 26 57 
Manifestations of the change are as follows: 
Patient Care: - More mUltiply handicapped admitted 
.. comraunication problems 
.. so'cial problerr:s ie. one parent-crises situation ' 
.. enviroThl1ent.al deprivation 
Field Trips: 
Those having most severe problems usually are 
those who seldom leave M.H.S. especially on 
\'leekends, holidays, or vacation::., . 
Degenerative disease such as M.D. creating a 
population of critical care children who 
require expertise in preventative nursing, . 
both physically and emotionally. 
Northern Essex Community College 
Bunker Hill CU<i".-..-:-:.mi ty College 
Atlantic Co~uunity College 
Boston University 
Boston College 
Planned special experience for 2 Diploma Senior 
Students - one month each 
Nursing Inservice: - Has been enriched and also cowbined \-lith 
medical programs. 
Orient,,-ticn: -
Video tapes have been developed for nursing 
library. 
Patient/parent teaching intensified - teaching 
tools improved 
Grand Rounds excellent 
Continues vIi tl1 ne\,l nursing staff employces--
basic2.l1y one mon~h for each nursing levE.!., 
then con!:inunus reinforcement and support. 
Intensified in area of Infection Control 
and Safety. 
I . 
Continuing Education:-
J. Hahoney, R.N.- Infection Control Convention-
C. 
~':'or:-:S:1<)P S 
l1a;'£h, R. N~ B. ~ore, R.N; F. Brickett, R.N: 
:.: . I~~s.lccr , l~. N . - I:JC·.1 Z:1g]_~~(t 
Ho spi i: ~l ~\.:::z.oc":'ation Korkshop s 
-2 9-
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Nursing Depar.tment 
Continuing Education (cont.) 
S. Clark, R.N. & F. Brickett, R.N.- Honorable 
Mention Exhibit-New England Hospital Assoc. 
"Teaching Patient/Family-Staff 'Stoma Care'" 
F. Brickett, R.N.-Spinal Cord Injury- Mass. 
General Hospital 
E. Moore, R.N; M. Hester,R.Ni Adolescent Problems 
L. · Luther, R. N.-Adolescent Acute Care Situations 
M. 1{lilcox, R . . ·; H. Hester, R.N. - Rape 
E. Moore, R.N; M. Soule, R.N; F. Brickett, R.N.-
Audit Heeti ng, University of Mass. 
M. Harathas ( I'~ard Secretary) completed 2 years 
Educational Leave to Matriculate at C. Laboure-
a\'larded A. D. in Nursing 
I. Giagrande, L.P.N. in Operating Room-Completed 
one year Educational Leave: continues 1 more. 
Interdepartrnent - Patient Conferences well . 
attended. Nursing Nard Conferences continue. 
Go~:=:- Continue and intensify pilot project on BI 
Assessment - ~ehabilitation Program 
Intensify Basi c Nursing Inservice. 
Identify Nursing Research projects which would 
be beneficial to student/patients. 
Recommendations:-Elimination of non-Nursing duties. 
Revim·" and di~'-.; .... -.iminute as to priori ties for 
attendance at incrcasing number of meetings 
so that the most importunt will have priority. 
Upen: · admission, have understanding with family und 
pat.ient as to COITh"".li trncnts and e~{pectations • 
. Have all discharges handled by one individual for 
improved cOffiGunication and statistics. (perhaps 
Admission Office) 
Improve communications giving Department an 
opportunity for input into situations or 
practices t hat may affect patients' or staff's 
needs. 
Review of Acci dent and Health Practices. Since 
Resident Doc'cors do not wish to examine employees, 
it becomes time consuming for t hose staff doctors 
available and very frustrating for nurse involved. 
Nursing has real concerns regarding (a) 1"--9i -
timacy of and prevention of accidents, . 
(b) Employee illness and protection of child, 
(c) concern for employee. policy change should 
~e establisl1ed if Residents w~ll no longer be 
available . 
Infec-tion Cont.rol':'Central dishwashing service 
con.ti nue s to b e an urgent r e conm encat ion both 
from ~_nfection control and better staff ut.ilizatim . 
- 30 -
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Nursing Department 
Recommendations (cont. ) 
I~prove backup medical services for night and 
'\>]eekend coverage. 
Consider the plight ' of Staff Vacancy replacement.* 
We h ave never been in such a critical situ-
<ltion ,·/i"th so many new plans for September 
activation. 
*Pre sent Vacancies in Nursing Department 
3 R.N.'s key head nurse positions and 
b ecause of delay in rele asing p ositiotis, 
we are left little choice of candidates and 
1ess salary past June 30th. 
3 L.P.N's 
1Q Attendants 
Recruitment i s slm'], time consuming ,one month 
ori.entation required. The months of September 
z.nd IOc"cober will be difficul t. 
It is u r gent that we have RecreatiuIlal Coverage 
over the we e 3cend, . especially Sunday, when 
the re is none. 
CARP - As a Rehabilit<ltion Facility we should 
consider being evaluated by this 'group. 
Organizat ion P' a n : -
Plea s e refer to Page 9 of July 1970 Annual 
Nursing Report in reference to guidance from 
a Psyctlologist. This statement was based upon 
my experience with senior Unive rsity and 
Professional Nurse Students , ... h o were suppor·ted 
by a Psyc1~ologi st in a ver y mea ningful manner. 
As t he change is proposed it i s in conflict wi·th 
accrediting age ncies:-JCAH, Sta te Regul ations, 
BO<lrd o f Registration in Nursing, National L8ague 
for Nursing. The Nursing Department is concerned 
with Ouality Care for the H.H.S. p a tient/s,tudent 
and re41ntenance of standards of nursing care. 
We have an exce11ent core of Nursing Staff with expertise 
in their part icular area. I hope that ,.,e can' retain the m. 
/ ; ~") 
" "",. ;' . 
. ., 
/ ) 
I .. ") 
. I ) .. ( ' . . 
I ' 
Director of Nursing 
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JULy 1977-JTTifE 1978 
.a ~ALS SER7ED I!T- KELSC1.~a Mill BRADFORD 
Total nU1uoer o:r norna_l meals served.: 28,926 
Total nU:loer or ther~puetic meals served: 18,657 
._ . . -.. - . , ~ ---- - ~- . 
. 
-
HEllS_ SERVED In GATES,ROSS,ELLIS,EAYLIES COTTAGES 
Total nurriber of' normal :!leals served: 26,370 
Total number or 'therapueti~ meals served: 11,499 
~, 
fiFES OF 7rF:IUPUETIG rG.US SERVED: 
.. 
w Calorie 
Hechanical Soft 
Nursery 
Clear ,full I ·iquid 
Diabetic 
Light Diet 
<-
High" Protien 
. Supplement FeedinBs 
Allergy 
Nutritional Assessme~t 
'Vegetarian 
, High ,Il:'ctien 
-1200 calorie 
&her Dinner 
Blem5~,~d. Foc~s 
'. 
-6084 
, 6540 
612 
'-708 
.528 
54 
1398, 
~3~ 
~1 
129 
--1092 
I ' : 
, It . ' '144-
< 
. ~ 
18,657 
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COTTAGES 
. 6141 
2634 
-
-' 
84 
237 
33 
594 
999 
213 
, -
459 
-r 
.. 
15 
O,~ 
/ V 
-------- .. ---
; -: ~r:: ':) 
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" 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 
1978 
STATEr-IENT OF EARNINGS 
Board of Patients 
Direct Payments 
Blue Cross 
Other Third Party Insurers 
Out-Patient Services 
Private Payments 
Blue Cross 
Other Third Party Insurers 
$ 853.00 
350,350.00 
' .QO; ,251. 00 
$ 330.00 
2,050.00 
170.00 
Total Board and Out-Patient Services 
Sales 
Food 
Meals 
Room Rents 
Miscellaneous 
Miscellaneous 
Total Sales 
Total Miscellaneous 
Total Cash Receipts reverting and transferred 
to the State Treasurer 
Federal Share of Medical Assistance Title XIX 
I . 
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$ 4.69 
$ 
20,799.00 
11,573.00 
400.00 
$554,454.00 
$ 2 , 550.00 
$557,004.0 0 
$ 32,841.00 
$ 400.00 
$590,245.00 
863,382.00 
1.;.453,627.00 
c 
MAINTENANCE APPROPRIATION 
Appropriation, current year - 1978 $4',461,600.00 
EXPENDITURES AS FOLLOWS: 
-01 Salaries, Permanent ..•.. 
-02 Salaries, Other •••.•. ". 
-03 Services, Non-Employees. 
-04 Food for Persons. • 
-05 Clothing •••.• 
-06 Housekeeping Supplie.s and Expenses . 
-01 Laboratory, Medical & General Care • 
-08 
-0'9 
-10 
-11 
Heat and Other Plant Operation .• 
Farm and Grounds .•. 
Travel and Automotive Expenses .. 
Advertising and Printing .•.. 
-12 Repairs, Alterations & Additions 
-13 Special Suppli'es and Expenses. • 
-14 Office & Administra·tive Expenses . 
-15 Equipment. • . . • • . . . . . . . 
• $2,962,747.46 
439,004.45 
124,634.00 
86,502.82 
2,397.13 
46,997.52 
120,057.87 
261,673.85 
732.40 
5,292.72 
2,002.82 
101,925.68 
9,499.91 
70,873.07 
88,708.92 
Total Maintenance Expenditures 
Balance of Maintenance Appropriation 1978 
I " 
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$4,323,050.62 
138,549.38 
REAL ESTATE 
Land 165.7 
Buildings 
acres 
INVENTORY 
GRAND SUMMARY SHEET 
1978 
Total Real Estate 
UNDISTRIBUTED SUPPLIES 
Food 
Clothing 
Housekeeping 
Laboratory, Medical and General 
Heat, Light & Power 
Farm and Grounds 
Travel and Automotive 
Repairs 
Office and Administrative 
Total 
DISTRIBUTED SUPPLIES 
Total 
GRAND TOTAL 
Real Estate - Totals 
Undistributed Supplies 
Distributed Supplies 
Total 
I • 
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$1,254,000.00 
8,193,800.00 
$ 18,060.61 
794.00 
7,681.07 
224.56 
374.02 
846.17 
$9,447,800.00 
38,989.65 
237,135.68 
$9,447,800.00 
$ 38,989.65 
$ 237,135.68 
$9,762,914.98 
"c· , 
LABORATORY DEPARTI·IENT 
Approximately 62 % of laboratory \wrk necessary tq meet our patient needs 
is performed by one in-house t echni cian. The staffing pattern is from 8:30 a.m . 
. to 4:30 p.m. ~- ~{onday to Friday. 
Emergency coverage i s on a call system. 
Day Out-
Hospital Do~itories Students Patient Other Total 
Total ~f.H.S. tests 
Total People ·"tested - 1,029 
Outside Laboratory Tests: 
Amsco 
Carney Hospital 
Children's Hospital ~1edical 
Leary Lab 
MetpatTl 
Mass General Hospital 
New England ~!edical Center 
Norwood Hospital 
Public Health 
Blood Utilization: 
Carney Blood Bank -
Received 384 
Used 109 " 
Returned 275 
7 
" I 
845 
485 
Center 
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4 251 248 3,726 
3 160 125 1,802 
18 
354 
57 
188 
1.244 
1 
4 
1 
9 
1.376 
• 
MEDICAL RECORD DEPARTMENT 
This year the Medical Recor d Department accepted students in various 
aspects of Medical Record training from three schools--four medical 
reco'rd assistants from Blue Hills Regional Vocational School, two 
accredited record t echnicians from Hassachusetts Bay Community 
College, and one registered record administrator from Northeastern 
University. It was an interesting and challenging expreience having 
students here from all these -levels and coordinati ng on-the-job 
training which would be beneficial to them. I feel it did prove 
to be a worthwhile experience and Massachusetts Hospital School 
benefited from the work performed by the students. It may be possible 
in the future to have an exchange .program with Blue Hills Regional 
Vocational School so that personnel from the Medical Record Department 
could have more formal training in medical terminology and or anatomy 
or o,ther appropriate courses. This matter will be negot i ated with 
our Personnel Director and Superintendent. I also anticipa t e having 
students again in the Spring of 1979 from these same schools. 
We also were complimented by the Department of Public Health Medicaid 
Surveyor at our annuM survey Utilization Review. 
I have also continued to take advantage of seminars spvusvred by the 
Massachusetts Medical Record Association regarding medical records 
and other related specialty areas. 
In summary the Medical Record Department has continued its services 
in accordance to the needs of the hospital. We look forward to 
giving continued support within the coming fiscal year. 
I . . 
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MEDICAL 
July 1 
Admissions. . . . . . . 
Discharges. 
Total Patient Days. 
Average Daily Census • . • 
OPERATIONS: 106 
Orthopedic. 
Urological. • 
- 1977 
· · · 
· · · 
· · · 
Plastic Surgery • • 
General Surgery . . ... . 
Neurosurgery. 
Oral Surgery. • 
ENT ••• 
CLlNICS: 645 
Amputation (Prosthesis) 
Orthopedic. • • 
Cerebral Pal~y. 
Urolog ical. . • 
Neurological. 
Neurosurgical • 
X-Ray • • • • 
STATISTICS 
- June 30 -
· 
. . 
. . 
· 
· 
. . . 
Internal Medicine 
Cardiology •••• 
Plastic Surgery • • 
Ophthalmology • . . . . . . . . ~ 
. Otolaryngological • • i l' 
1978 
· 
. . 
· 
. . 
. 
· 
General Surgery • • 
Pediatrics. • • . • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ediatric Teaching Clinic • 
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. . 
161 
151 
26,079 
71 .. 45 
104 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
5 
41 
22 
10 
7 
5 
85 
o 
9 
o 
9 
5 
o 
9 
2 
l·lLLJ..L\"'~ ';) -.L.M.L..L';).L..L\...';) 
PAGE 2 
Stoma Clinic. 9 
Dermatolqgy 2 
Brace & Shoe Clinic (Finst Medical) 3 
Orofacial 9 
Pulmonary Clinic. 10 
Milwaukee Brace 10 
Myelodysplasia. 11 
Dental. 57 
Pulmonary Functions 12 
Psychology. . .. 4 
Psychiatry. 53 
EKG Clinic. 12 
lnunun·ization Clinic 4 
Gynecology. 2 
Hand Clinic 2 
Miscellaneous 13 
Inpa tient s • 1846 
Outpatients 1376 
I . 
39 
NA11JRE TRAI L 
- An Environmental Educational Nature Trail for handicapped children 
located ~n the grounds of ~f.H .S. \>:a5 officially opened on November 4, 1976 
in a ribbon cutting ceremony performed by Governor Michael S. Dukakis. 
This._ Nature Trai 1 'as especially de signed for the physically handi-
capped and is l~ miles in length. It has ma:-kers along the \.;ay idcnti fying 
important biological~ geological and historical featurcs for the traveler. 
It is the first of its k ind in the Con:.'r.onl'lcal th and allows handicaoped 
people an ~pportunity 'to be with nature. What was inaccessible is no'.; 
accessible; thanks to a $90,000 federal grant and a corp of volunteers 
combined in a corr~unity involvement program organ i zed by M.H.S. administration. 
Contrihut~ons of both goods and services from various state, town, local 
community groups, ~fass. National Guard, U.S. Marines, Blue Hill Regi ona l 
Vocational School, ~lass. Association for Handicapped Children Inc . made 
this $90,000 federal gr-ant blossom to a $750,000 return of investment to 
the Commonwealth. 
A Nature Trail lodgc was constructed with toilet facilities that 
are also accessable to the handicapped with a huge educational center 
classroom with a complete Don Kent weather station. Our educational staff 
bas taken full advantage of this Open Outside Classroom trn:l and each 
day some class K thru 12 is exploring $ome new adventure. -(his trail in 
the woods is specially g raded for the wheelchair ridcr and is in a 
beautiful natural setting. 
/ 
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FY 1978 
GENERAL SERVICES 
The Departmerit supplies support services for direct patient care personnel and 
provides a safe, healthful environment for both patients and employees as well 
as the equipment and supplies for their use. 
The Department is a sub-division of the Administrative and ::iscal Services 
Division and is itself divided i nto multi-disciplinary units ",i t h eight 
supervisors. 
The lllost positive and significant event within my area of re ~. 
the appointment of a Comptro11er which allowed for the effie 
of f i scal services. 
, s ibility was 
:: distribution 
The most worrisome issue was the pending retirement of key v~ =~an supervisory 
personnel and the recruitment of their successor s. 
Stati stics are maintained by key units within the department. For example: 
Dietary concentrates on numbers and types of meals served; Engineering, oil 
consumed; Printing impressions made; HOusekeeping manhours per square foot. 
My greatest expectation for the coming year is the successful implementation 
of the reorganization of General Services. 
My greatest. concern is for the m.aintenance of quality service and the simul-
taneous imp~ovement of efficiency and morale. 
I . 
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PHYSICAL RES"l'ORATION P.P02RAM · (HOSPITAL) 
Prcgram Purpose - The goal is the habilitation or physical rehabilitation of children 
_no have handicapping problems and to help then lea~ normal lives in their own communities. 
P.atient care is focused on th~ total needs of me whole chil.d. A wide range of diagnostic 
and treatment services for the physically handicapped child are provided via a wide range 
of Medical-surgical disciplies. Consultant ph~~ici2ns both refer and treat patients at 
the Hospita.l. Diagnostic X-Ray arid Laboratory services are available in-house. Treatment 
services may involve surgical procedures in our larqs well staffed and equipped Operating 
Room SUite, cast work, brace work, physica1 and occ'lllpational therapy, dental service and 
parenta1-patient education for maintenance of the bandicapped child in the home. 
2. Progr~ Impact - To meet the needs of children whose disabilities are medical, neuro-
muscular or skeletal in origin. These are primarily orthopedic, neurological and 
neurosurgical disorders. Diagnostic q roups at pres&nt include: Spinal Cord diseases, 
Hylodysplasi a, Spinal Cord injuriesf Cerebral Palsy .. Legg-Perthes disease, amputations, 
Scoliosis, Club Feet and dislocated hips . Presented!. in small.er numbers are: poliomyelitis 
JIlscular Dystrophy, various Sltel.etal Anomalies.,Osteo-Genesis imperfecta, Rheumatoid 
Arthritis aOO Arthrogsyposis. Children with permanen<t or non-permanent disabilit i es ma y 
require treatment for many month s or even years . Short-term p atients are referred to the 
hospital. far specialized treatment and discharqed for .early return to community living. 
3. Projection of Demand - The Hospital provides eiqhty(80) medical-surgical beds. We 
project that ~cupancy will reach full capacity for the foreseeabl.e future. The increase 
in acute in-patient admissions will be sti~-l~tad by increased professional and public 
awareness as a result of our outpatient vol.ume which has and will increase substantially 
with the recently completed physical. expansion of our out-patient facility itself. .-/ 
Life CYCle - The program in its present form is the result of an administrative and 
policy change evol.ved since october of 1977. Sufficient stimulus as a result of this 
reorientation should sustain the program indefinite_yo barring unforeseen epidemics of 
crippling diseases which are unlik.ely. OUt-pat'ient activity is defi nitely on the upswing 
" ith a resulting increase in short-term acute ~-patient admissions. 
5. Planning Horizon - This is not a program where. level of service can be changed quickly. 
Constraints which delay program action or hinder the formation of accurate planning pre-
clictions are as follows: 
1. Staff education training and orieAtation 
2. Inadequate or inaccurate data 
3. Medical politics 
4. Equipment shortages 
5. Budgetary methods 
6. Time lost between recognition of need for capital. improvements 
and completion of ' work (over seven years for out-patient 
renovation, for example) 
6. seasonality Factors - Admissions are on an elEctive basis generally and as a result 
occupancy drops substantially during the sUJ1'lll1er II1CI'1:ths and certain vacation or holiday. 
periods. This is in many cases the decision (j)f parents and consul.ting physicians rather 
than the lack of Hospital resources • 
2 -
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PHYSICAL THERAPi DEPARTMENT 
Massachusetts Hospital School 
canton, Ma ssachusetts 
ANNUAL HEWRT 
(July 1, 1977 - J1JlIle 30, 1978') 
Professional lectures and/or demonstrati ons conducted by our 
department members for the f 110\'/ing groups : 
MHS Nursing personne l 2 
MHS Physical Therapists - 1 
MRS Intern Teachers 1 
Northeastern University Physical Therapy students - 17 
Arthritis Foundat ion - ~nchester, N.H. - 1 day program 
Allied Health Section ; Arthritis Foundation - New York 
City, N.Y. - - 3 day program 
The production of 2 v~~oo-tapes for s e at any time for 
professional graoups on file i n -Tursing Instructor's 
Office, -and is issued from there~ (Each has been 
reviewed by a number of groups. ) 
Professional visitations to the phi,fs ical therapy department from: 
Colorado -
Florida 
Ohio 
Massachusetts: 
Bay State Rehabilitation Center - Billerica 
Cambridge Hospital - Cambridge 
- Rutland Hospi ta l Rutland 
CETA Consortium Norwood 
Robert Breck Brigham Hospital - Boston 
Children's Hospital Medical Center - Boston 
st. Elizabeth ' s Hospital - Boston 
Boston Public School System - Bos ton 
No~theastern Univ. Bouve College - Boston 
- ~3 -
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Department participation in Recruitment f''"lr the profession : 
1. Michele Cla rk pr~sently at Boston state College 
2. Laurie Berkowitz -- presentl y in high school and volunteer 
with The New England Council for 
Handicapped Girl Scouts 
3. Ann Marie Ha 11 presentl~ at Simmons College 
Grand Rounds attended by department me bers : 
10 Orthopedic Grand Rounds 
5 Medical Grand ROlli'1ds 
2 Pediatric Grand Rounds 
1 Infection Control Cow~ittee -- special program 
Attendance at rofessional rograms b one or more x of the de art-
ment members held off cam us ' : Continuincr Educat i or.. Credits criven 
July 7,3 and 9, 1977 "Bobath Techniques of Treatment", 
held in Providence, R.I.. (5) 
September 27, 1977 - "Sportsmedicine ' , held at The New 
England Rehabilitation Center, Woburn. (1) 
October 17, 13 and 19, 1977 - "Latest Developments Re: 
Arthritis", held in Mancbester, N.H. (1) 
November 14, 1977 - "The Wheelchair Prescription", held 
in Needham, Mass. (3) 
February 25, 1973 - "PI' Audit lforkshop/Seminar II, held in 
Framingham, Mass. (2) 
March 14, 1973 - "A .P.T.A. Film Festival" held at The New 
England Aquarium, Boston. (3) 
April 20 and 21 1973 - "Clinical Faculty Workshop" -
(Trischool) - Boston Univ., Northeastern Univ., and 
Simmons College -- held in Ashland, 14ass. (2) 
May 12 and 13, 1978 - "Chapter 766 Workshop", held in 
Worcester, Mass. 
May 20, 1978 "Scoliosis", held at GHMC, Boston. 
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(2) 
(1) 
Special Services r-endered by departmen t members: 
December 1977 - Community service program for Family Health 
Services -- Scoliosis screening for the 
School Department in the TOT/In of Randolph. 
February 1978 - Meeting with MRS gFaduating seniors and their 
parents for an eve-ning session regarding 
future plans. 
June 1978 Accompanying patle~t to orthosis vendor in 
Boston. 
June 1978 - Delivery of patient equipment to "Respite Care 
Unit!! at Crote-hed Mt. Rehabilitation Center, 
Greenfield, N.H. 
Special Consultations: 
Professional consultations -regpr~ing the testing and evaluations 
of infants: 
- December 1977 with PDP- of the TIDofiiO program 
June- 1978 with the Pediatrician o.f the TE:'!PO program. 
Prof'ess;i.onal contact with colleagues - s,pecial: 
1. Member of The Greater Boston Physical Therapy Administrative 
Forum. Monthly meetings held at Sancta Maria Hospital, 
Cambridge. (Attended 7 aftern~n meetings during the year). 
2. Unit VII - Physical Therapy RepFesentative from 
meetings held at Cushing Hospital, Framingham. 
all-day meetings). 
Assignment to special negotiating commit-tee 
ladder development in phys~cal Therapy. 
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MHB. Bimonthly 
(Attended 3 
for Career 
r " 
• 
Department Sta~ istic s: J uly 1 , 1977 - JQ~e 30, 1978: 
Number of days ........... . ................ -&I • • • • • • • • 245 
Number of Registered Phys ical Therapists ••••.•.••. · avg. 7.25 
Numbe r of P.T. Professional student hours •• • •.•... 1632 
Number of Secretarial hours (of fi ce ) worked •• ~.... 781.5 
Total Professional Man-hours worked •••••. • ••••••.• 15,028.5 
RPrs .. ~ ...•.••...•• ., e' . • • 11,161 
PR Aide ................... 1,734 
Pr Aide ............. "' .... ~ 2,133.5 
PLEASE NOTE: ONLY DIRECT PATIENT CARE IS REFLECTED IN FOLLOWING FIGURES 
Number of Patient appointment s: ••..•••••••••••••••• 
Hospital - Resident •.••••••••••• 3,491 
Cottage - Resident ••••..•••••••• 2,965 
Day Hop - Student .••••.•••.••••• 1,194 
Out-patient ...•..••••..••••••••• 299 
Camp residents (July/A g.) ..• «... 44 
7,993 
Number of Service Units Given: (ea~h unit equals 20 minutes) •. 27,425 
Hospital - Resident .•••••• ~ •.•••• 12,045 
Cottage - Resident ..•••••••• « ••• 10,029 
Day Hop - Student ..••••••••••••• 3,810 
Out-patient .......•.•••••••• • ••• 1,430 
Camp residents (July/Aug.)........ III 
Number of Different Patients : .•••• ., •••••••••••••• 269 * 
Hospital - Resident .• • •••••••••• 121 
Cottage - Resident .•••••••••.••• 69 
Day Hop - Student ...••...••••••• 29 
Out-patient ...•..•••• •••••••••• 92 
*during the course of 
1 year 60 were under 
two classifications. 
Camp residents (July/Aug.)... .•• g 
Average number of direct ser vice units/day ••..• 
A verage number of direct ser vice units/RFT/ day .• 
111.6 
16.04 
Physical Reconditioning ser vice uni ts ••••••••••••••.•••• 3471 
Hospital - Resident . •• •.•••• ~ •••••••••••• 1047 
Cottage - Resident ..•••.•••••••••.••••••• 2419 
Day Hop - Student ..•••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Out-patient .••..••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
Helen M. Hillman, RPT 
Chief, Physical Therapy Dept. 
date:. f7 /'7)r » 
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SOCIAL SERVICE DEPT. A~~AL REPORT , J ULY I. 1977 - JUNE 30, 1978 
The Social Service Department had as full -time Horkers John DiPirro 
and David Hill and as part-time lvorkers Claire Tolias, Diane Bell 
and James Cunniff. Mary Cooke had relinquished her post as Direc-
tor to assume the role as Director of the Tempo Project. I assumed 
the Directorship October 11, 1977. My first function 'vas to fill 
available slots. On December I" 1977 El issa Katler ·and Wade LeBlanc 
became full-time employees and Jean Green, part-time employee, 
giving the department at that time a Director, four full-time work-
ers··and four part-time ,vorkers. Kay Kelley, a C.E. T .A. worker, 
performed secretarial duties for a six week period until Louise 
Cunha was transferred from the St:e\vard·s Office to become t he 
Senior Clerk Typist to Social Service on December 5. 
From June until December the department 'vas in a time of f lux 
because of the hirings and because of the new administration . I 
considered my initial responsibilities to stabilize the de partment. 
My primary responsibility for the first and second quarter of 1978 
was to understand the present func tioning and to make suggestions 
regarding gradual changes that ""ere deemed appropriate. In addi-
tion to my responsibilities ao Director of Social Service, I 
assumed other r esponsibilities given me by the new Superintendent 
regarding problem admissions, and in January I became the Chairman 
of the Admissions Committee. During the first and second quarters 
of 1978 the main functions of the department, in addition to ful-
filling its regular responsibiIit1es, was to support the Superin-
tendent and his policies in our workings with other departments' 
staff. The regular responsibility of the ·staff is to initiate 
intakes for new admissions, assess the appropriateness of proposed 
admissions, work closely \.,ith the clients assigned to each worker 
and serve as a_ liaison to other departments regarding personal needs 
of the clients a·nd the family situation. There is on-going col-
laboration with significant community agencies when it is appro-
priate. 
The admissions in fiscal 1978 included 92 girls and 69 boys, 
totalling 161. Discharges in fiscal 1978 \vere 76 girls, and 72 
boys, totalling 148. There were 162 inquiries concerning admissions. 
There were 29 evaluation visits by a social worker. There were 
52 intakes. There were 240 phone ca11s regarding intake interviews. 
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Neil J Cronin, M.S.W. 
Director, Social Service 
... . 
SOCIAL SF~I{'lICE DEPARTMENT MON-THLY REPORT 
For the !.fonthsof July , 1977 - JUl1~ ~ 19_'_8 ____ _ 
FISCAL 1978 
I Hours D~scription ~f . 
- I erVl ce* 
Hospital 270ljJ~ 
-
Nursery 
Dormitories l667~ 
Dav Students 27l~ 
OUt-Patients 285~ 
Home visits 134 
, 
other (Specify ) : I\u rsin.g home vi si.ts 7 
Trans portation of pts . to hos p. 8 
: Foster home visits 7 
Intervi.elvs lO5~ 
Intake visits 2}? 
Counselling 79 
Tours 14 -
Conf erences 32 ~2 
Community resources 10 
Consultations 176-"2 
Core evaluation meetings 3~ 
Trips 54 
Meet i ngs 74 ~ 
Taking pt . off grounds 7 
TOTAL 5651 
Manhours Worked - 12,093 
*The "Hours of Service" figure shoul d r eflect the hours of 
counseling provided to patients and their families. It should 
include only time spent in face-to-face interviews with patients 
and their families. Telephone time should not be included. 
Note: The "Manhours Worked ll figure is arrived at by counting the 
actual number of days worked for each employee and mu1ti~lying it 
by the number of wGrking hours in the day (usualLY eight). It does 
~ include vacation days, sick days, holidays, etc. 
f 
:;;~ 21, /(78 
i:Date ) 
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S(lP'PORTlVE SE~nCE PROGRAM 
1. Program Purpose - The program is intended to provide far the psycho-social needs of 
the handicapped child. In addition it is responsible for the administration of the re-
stricted care component of the institution (cottages.) This i s the newest program and is 
scheduled to be activated between August 28, 1978 an~ December 31, 1978. It is essentially 
a reorganization, reorientation or refocus CD the provision of resources to meet patient 
needs. 
2. Program Impact - The long term inpatient popu1ation wi1i be the primary recipient of 
these services. Approximately (90) beds are i nvolved in the Iour cottages and an 
additional four in the Donovan Experience. Certain services will be provided to the acute · 
care population as well, such as; Social Sezvice, Psychological Counseling, Pastoral 
Counseling and Recreation Therapy. 
3. Proje~tion of Demand & Life Cycles - As long as the Hospital Educational programs 
exist t heir population will be in need of Supportive Services . The cottages will require 
administration by this program throughout their existance. 
4. Planning Horizon - The implementation of decisions is delayed in this program due t o 
the lack of cooperati on and the conser.rative approach by the Medical and Nursing Departments . 
Also, the children themselves are sometimes wary of changes i 'n their psycho-social manage-
ment, due to an excessively long term of ins~i~utionalization~ The present adroinistration, 
however is progressive in this .area, and it can be expected to take approximately one year 
to implement decisions. 
Seasonality Factors - Following t he nODl'.lal school schedule, needs do change seasonally, 
specifically in the summer months. During this time the use of Mass. Hospi tal School 
cottage facilities by camp programs alters the' division's ~ction somewhat, but does 
not allow for a substantial decrease in services rendered. 
6. Inter-relationships - The Division of Supportive Services has ongoing inter-relationships 
with the Department of Mental Health, DepartrJent of Public Kelfare, Mass. Rehab. Handicapped 
Children Services. 
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SUMMER CAMP PROGRAM 
A four-week camp program for physically handicapped chi ldren was offered 
at l-lassachusetts Hospital Shcool this S11mmer. The camp was sponsored by 
Family Health Services and the Massachusetts Hospital School Board of .Trustees, 
with no additional cost to the Commonwealth. It was operated on the ~Ul.S. 
campus. The camp \Vas in session for two 2-weE:k sessions and served a total 
. of 37 children. 
~le ~oals of the progran are to provide an opportunity for social 
development and recreational experience for physically handicapped children. 
The program's priorities in selecting applicants are as fo11o\';'s: 
1. to serve 40 physically handicapped children. 
2. to provide a respite care program for families caring for 
severly handicapped chi ldren. 
3. to serve physicall~ handicapred children placed in other 
institutions and pediatric nursing homes who appear to be 
misplaced and may have a better potential. 
4. to serve physically handicapped children who appear to be underserved 
or not adequately connected with community resources. 
The children resided in a cottage setting with play areas and a lake 
available. The children also took several field trips. Physical and 
Occupational therapy services were available as well. 
The camp was offered at no charge to the family. 
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,.--, X-RAY DEPARTHENT 
FISCAL YEAR 1977 
1977 PATIENTS EXAMS 
----
July 122 147 
August 99 137 
September 145 214 
October 141 217 
November 101 147 
December 130 169 
1978 
January 94 138 
February 91 133 
March 150 179 
April 135 167 
May 150 192 
June 124 154 
TOTAL: 1482 1994 
Total Number IN-PATIENTS 
Total Number -bUT-PATIENTS 
~47 
790 
Total Number EMPLOYEES 
Total Number of EXAMS 
Skull 
Chests 
Extremities 
Spines 
Abd0mens 
Miscellaneous 
Urinary Tract 
TOTAL 
45 
Ii82 
16 
177 
423 
1175 
24 
, 72 
107 
1994 
- 5i -
- 1978 
FILMS 
274 
269 
351 
391 
255 
310 
194 
187 
200 
240 
382 
275 
3328 
TEMPO 
In April of 1973, the state's fi rst program to meet :the total needs of 
multiply handicapped children a d their fa~ilies originated at ~!assachusetts 
Hospital School in Canton under the sponsorship of Family Health Services, 
Department ·of Public Health. The program was design€l as a short term 
dev~lopmental eValuation nursery project for multiply-handicapped children 
between the ages of three months and five years of age. Specifically, pru -
gram goals focused around the special needs of severely inv01 ved children 
wi1;h the birth defect of spina hifida . 
Once established as a unit with expertise in the area of congenital de-
formities, however, additional service needs became identified. The need 
for ·in-depth evaluation and progTa~ing for other handicap groupinf,s such 
as cerebral palsy, microcephaly, multiple congenital anomalies, chronic 
viral encephalopathy syndromes; etc., became apparent. The project expanded 
in the first fifteen months to include as many handicapping condit ions as 
this non-acute short tenn unit w0uld allow, i.e., several undiagnosed 
children were referred· as were traumatic injury brain-damaged youngsters . 
The resotulding theme throughout each thirty day admission was that of 
family stress and often family disorganization. A large portion of the 
families were on the brink of separation due to marital discord centering 
around mutual guilt between parents. Comnunity services Were not being 
mobilized to intervene with cOlIDselling and respite care programming to 
relieve tensions. Family distress was often related directly to the in-
adequacy of services the family received at the time of the child's birth. 
Limited information-sharing and medical interventive services, disjointed 
clinic follow-up care, and pheno~enal medical expenses exacted a he~vy 
toll on families. TIle initial de velopment of a supplementary medical 
evaluation unit gradually evolved into a crisis-intervention unit and 
consultation service for multi-handicapped children. 
Paralleling the development of tb.e Nursery Project at ~1assachusetts 
Hospital School , ... as the state-wide Pediatric Nursing Home certification 
. program, a licensure of the Department of Public Health. 
In February of 1973, the first pediatric nursing home program opened at 
Montrath in Groton, t.·lassachusett.s. This privately mmed corporation was to 
direct services to those families already physically and emotionally depleted 
from the care of their children vho basically were too desperate to part-
icipate in an intervention model such as was being developed for ~!assa­
chusetts Hospital School. These children being placed were from "burnt out" 
families. A period of respite of long duration would be necessary before 
children would be able to leave the facilities. Hm.;ever, respite did not 
become the service of this corporation nor did habilitation planning as such 
because the agencies representin,g these children pulled out their represent-
ation once l1lacement \vas effected. For.l.-"three of the earliest chilc!.tcn ""ere 
, Department· of Public WeI fare and Departr.tent of ~"!ental Health children. By 
the nature of the certification and licensure nrocedure of the Department · o"f 
Public Health the remaining state agency invol~ed was the Department of 
Public Het{ltn in sp~te of the fact that the Department of Public Health 
was not and is not at this time Licensed or legislated to do foster C3re. 
Responsibility on the part of the other t~·~o 3.gencies ~:as not lc?isla.t2cl so 
therefore the burden of t he Department of Pur lic 1l<.!al ~: l s .. ('.r:.;" ;~hi" -~: . " ~ 
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became a relegated res~onsiDi1 ity for guarciianship as well.· These children 
became the aboildoned chilJrcn off the systen. As a result, through ciefau l t 
other agencies came to look at ~he Depart en t of Public IIealth as 'the Ruardir.n 
of multiply-handicapped ' neurolog-ically i r.:p~irec! ch ildren and more than th~t 
today dc r.tand that t he f}epartne t assume this i u.i ::tion. Thi s is a gross 
ne?fect of r.landated res:Jonsibi itv on the part of t he Denartmcnts of Public ~ . ... ".. .L 
Welfare and ;,iental Hea l t !t. To add to today' 5 pressures on the flepartmcnt 
of Public Health, the Office fOl" Children seems to b~ identified l'li th the 
Department of ~lental Health in iost~ring t his novement. Resolution of 
these sys.tCr.1S issues currently exists with the Cor.uJissioncr of t he Uepart-
ment and perhaps even with the court or the Governor if they continue to be 
non-negotiable issues_ 
An estirnat'ed th'o-hundred families are in need of CT1S1S respite care servi ces. 
Some of these families are not yet to the point of seeking ~ediatric nursing 
home placel!ient services. These families arc what we would refer to as the 
fragile fanilies \o,'ho may still be reached and assisted in t hei r ,own communities. 
t-fany of these -parents are primarily in need of intensive medi cal education 
around t hei r child I s han-dica~d ways of dealing wi th home manager.1en t issues. 
to allow for some sembia..'"1ce of fardly life \"ith involvenent of t he handi -
capped family member. l-t is t his sector of ~he population that t h e current 
Tempo Prog rai.l is addrcss i ng its services. It is the lack of c:dical inter-
vention and education t hat can _ erpetuat~ the crisis leading to decisions 
for institutionalization because it is near of the future t ha t feeds th~ 
institutiona l process itself. -ne Department of ilental Health currently 
advertises early intervention services to chi ldren G - 3. 'the service in 
reali ty consists of home visita tion by a .social ,,-orker and an cccunational 
therapist. There is no extensive lead-in nedical and develoomental evalu~tion 
process to make this a viab le i mtervcntion r::e chaniso . Having attended rece:1t 
meetings with very dedicated su .... -f of t he Department of Hental Health I have 
listened to the Department of ~ ental Hsal th 5 ta ff vocali ze th ei r anxieties 
around this mechanisn sta ving of r the need for institu tional placement or:e 
. day. These anxieties a::-e understandable he-cause one nust have a cornp rehensi ve 
treatment plan in order to deal with such situations . One certainly ~ust 
have a basic medical/educationa prescriptive plan as a lead-in to such an 
effort. It is 'this medical leao:-in plan \·:hich in fact conld prove to be 
the link between the Department of Public Health and the Department of 
Mental Heal th planning fo r the ~otentially institutional child. It is 
through a nedical consultation aBd community planning partnership t hat the 
two departments could s hare responsibility for planning for these ch ildren. 
How will this state crisis be resolved given - the current posture nut forth 
by the Department of ~, rental Health at this tine, nam.ely, that the Oepartment 
of r·tental Health does not have -res!lonsihility for chil dren between ages 
3 - 211 Just as t!1e Department of ~Iental Health thrust over responsibility 
for the }.!ontrath child!:"cn in 1973, it nmll prop'oses to !'lut the onus for planninr: 
for the special needs population' of ages 3 - 21 onto the Department of 
Education \\"!~ich like the Dcpart: .. ent of P'ublic Health is not r:landatecl to he 
the guardian for· these children. If one calls on t he Department of ~lental 
Health today for assistance in ,lanning around cris i s necds issues of the 
community l!!ongoloid child the c l ear response is that 766 has the ultimate 
responsibfli ty for school planning. This may be so for school planning 
recommendations but rio state a !!emcy via this law , ... as g iven permi ssion to pull 
out on r~5ponsibili~ics clearly nandated before the l a r! was Tlc:.S3E:C t o insure 
mer-t a l he.:ll th a~d ~hrsi c~l ;"c nIt!l ~ I n rlin~, i.e., Dep :~r tr.1en t Ot~ ~!e:; '::ll 
He, .. i.th and (!e2art:~i C' r;.'C oi I;o UD iic Ec.dth r.nnJ::.tcs . 
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In summary responsible deci sion -~aking by all systems agencies at this 
point in time must be addressed if we are truly to call ourselves pub lic 
servants. 
Currently , the foregoine issues relate very specifically to the services 
being offered as crisis intervention services by the Tempo Project. If 
Massachusetts Hospital School as a total facility were to be forced by 
current political-systems press es to open the doors ·to long term cus-
'todial care the in effect. I Kould r ecor.rrr.end the closure of the Tempo 
Project .. A dc-institutiona l pro ram e~hasis could never survive in a 
setting allmving for open-ended institutional care nor could the familie s 
served continue to hear the message t he program currently delivers. 
Question: Why does Tempo define itself in relationship to ~1assachusetts 
Hospital School? In essence Tenpo staff currently o~erates under the 
auspices of the ~Iedical Departme t and the Superintendent. The p rogram IS 
short term service is dictated b. poliC)r & Should the ~fassachusetts 
Hospital School pro~rain be defined by parties outside this facility \·,ho 
do not appreciate the budgetar}' problems not t he implications of over-
loading our academi C program with develonmental programming o f suctodial 
care ch ildren so too NOtJ"ld th is direct ly affect Tempo ' s de-institut.ional 
approach. Tempo, like",rse, would be prope lled into long term cus todial care 
planning. The Commiss ioner mus.t not allow this to happen. 
Today. Tempo is operat ing on two fronts, inpatient and outpatient . Currently 
~ur census records indicate twi ce. a s many clients are nmv being served via 
our outpatient contract , i.e., in, six months 43 clients were served on an 
outpatient basis. In t he corning year the program could be in a positioa 
to serve 150-200 clients, four times the number of clients served in 1973-
1974. If Tenpo, within the limits of this small team can document this 
- growth so too are there tremendous implications for ~Iassachusetts lIospi t al 
School as a whole to develop a simil ar model for short term medical-
diagnostic and surgical intervention services. In addition our lengths 
of stay as defined in our new contract have been shortened to t wo \o!eeks 
except for 15 clients we identified as requiring a full 30 day eva luation. 
Our current growth, hm.,rever, is sti ll limited hy staffing problems as 
.. they affect the accommodation of !latients on the hospital \vings. Tempo 
census is attached with identification of diagnostic categories served. 
In summary, Tempo, 1 ike lassachu.s.e t ts Hospital School, is becoming 
increasingly recognized as a primary medical resource state-\-lide. The 
program's future will hinge on t he current resolution of systems pressures 
to dictate the program at ~~ssachusetts Hospital School. 
I 
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MaSS8,cllusetts I-Iospital School 
Canton, Massachusetts 02021 
OUTPATIENT STATISTICS 
-
.,-...- -
" 
. 
" 
.Included. is a new pamph~et describing the inpatient/residcntial scrvices . 
Last year and this ' we have been averaging bct\veen 115 to 120 :young peop le 
plus thil:ty day stu.dents. Th ey range from 6 years tc 21 but the oellsi toY 
• 
. is in the early teens, a l.most all of- whom ar.e \'lh~elchair bound. Ho~e than 
50% have cerebral palsy end the re!naining Iarger clusters include r:mscular 
dystroph} I mye'lodyspla sia , and a severely disabled group of adolescent 
quadrapleg ics. Usually 90 or more of the inpatients are here for at least 
. half a school year. The remaining 30+ y oung Feople are here for orthopedic 
interve:1tion or stabilization of rehabilitation inhibiting probll2Il1s like 
pressure sores or area breakdown and are hospitalized for less than sixty d a. " 
Attached are exhibits dealing with the follO\ving Outpatient information: 
" 
EXHIBITS A AND .B: ftGEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN ' BY TOWN OF OUTP1VI'IENTS 
EXHIBIT' C: 
EXHIBIT 0: 
'~t' -. " , ., 
.. _II-. 
EXHIBIT E: 
II{ , J .. 
AT THE l-1ASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOO~" 
-MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL OUTPATIENTS 
BY DIAGNOSTI C CATEGORY": ' 
-NUMBER OF O{ITPATIENTS SEEN PER MONTH BY 
TYPE OF CLINICII 
-TOTAL PATI~~TS :SEEN IN CLINIC BY HONTH II 
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p~JEcrrS 
OF 
MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL ~DIC~ & EDUCATIONAL FUND 
FOR THE ID.NDICAPPED , I NC. 
PROJECT NAt·ill 
l~ Alternative Educational 
& Recreat~onal Program 
2 •. Ambulatory Service Coor. 
3. Baylies Beginning 
Center 
4 •. Cole Harrington Lab 
School 
5. COl:e Evaluation Team 
Liaison 
~ 
6. Donovan Living Exper. 
7. Early Beginnjng Cent. 
8. Gaebler School 
9. Lakeville Summer Camp 
10. Mass. Hosp. School 
Summer Camp 
II. SSI Medical Review 
Team 
~ 
12. Tempo 
NO. OF El·rP-LOYEES 
12 
1 
11 
2 
1 
8 
9 · 
4 
2 Teache:r Aides 
+Sununer Counsel. 
12 
4 
_ :r.t:: _ 
FISCAL YEAR 79 
$90,975.24 
$15,000.00 
$161,271.00 
$ ', 56,845.00 
$ 18,553.32 
$ 45,947.08 
$ 80,025.19 
$ 68,400.00 
$272741.00 
$ 91,653.10 
PRIMARY SOURCE 
OF l:' UNDI NG 
89-313 Federal 
thru BIS 
M.H.S. 
Dept. Public HIt 
Bureau Instit. r-.: 
Local Educ. Agel 
Fees/Grants 
Bureau Institut . 
Schools 
B.I.S. 
DPH:56,488.23 
LEA:23,536.81 
Federal 
89-313 
DPH-SSI Disable 
ChIn's Program 
Dept. Public 
Health 
BBA &JFO'C Nov ' 78 
OF ORIGIN NO. 
30ston 
ieymouth 
: anton 
.3raintree 
~vcn 
:luincy 
3rockton 
:ifeedham 
')edham 
3toughton 
~aunton 
.~orwood 
?embroke 
, .c. Attleboro 
?.ockland. 
?cxboro 
3ul1 
.?:anover 
3a ston 
_~arshfield 
31orwe1l 
¥h an 
~o _ock 
-1crf olk 
}li lton 
w. Bridge\'/ater 
3haron 
:te d way 
:i.awrence 
! ttleboro 
:: ilford 
Waltham 
1lorton 
-Singham 
?ranklin 
Plymouth 
Springfield 
3.andolph 
..'lorth Reading 
:Somervil le 
- estfield 
~ehcbeth 
~ridge 
_'ew Bedford 
Somerset 
Bedford 
J a - outh 
EXHIBIT A-,-IlGEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN BY TOWN OF OUTPATIENTS 
AT l-1ASS.-HOSPITp.L SCHOOL" 
OF PATIENTS TOWN OF ORIGIN NO . OF PATIENTS TOWN OF ORIGIN 
23 Andover 2 Manomet 
21 Belchertovm 2 Upton 
18 E. Bridgewater 2 Watertown 
15 Marlboro 2 Bridgewater 
14 Framingham 2 Revere 
14 Duxbury 2 Newton 
13 W. Springf ield 2 Reading 
13 Millis 2 Hyannis 
12 Westwood 2 Tyngsboro 
10 Walpole 2 Marshfield 
9 Readville 2 
8 Abington 2 
8 Methuen 2 
8 Dighton 2 
7 Lynn 1 
7 Medford 1 
7 Wakefield 1 
7 Natick 1 
6 Sagamore 1 
6 Scituate 1 
6 Irving 1 
6 Hanson 1 
6 Amesbury 1 
5 Wollaston 1 
5 Salisbury 1 
4 Bellingham 1 
4 Salem 1 
4 Halifax 1 
4 E. Brookfield 1 
4 Peabody 1 
4 Hudson 1 · 
4 Arlington 1 
4 Wayland 1 
4 Middleboro 1 
4 N. Adams 1 
3 Wrentham 1 
3 Danvers 1 
3 Belmont 1 
3 Mattapoisett 1 
3 Fall River 1 
3 Warren 1 
3 Auburn 1 
2 Billerica \ 1 
2 Carver 1 
2 Boxford 1 
2 'Swansea . 1 
2 Wellesley 1 
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EXHIBJ:'1' Da 
x 4 _. I . e ; M 1~7; ~) l/78 ' 2~-78 ~"""\ 7/77 Y.11. 9/77 11/77 ( I 10/77 3/78 4/78 ~1'7~ _6/78 
OR·.I,'lia~lJlD tC$ ~ 61 40 sa 59 50 20 3eJ 20 72 5 ~ 92 50 
VROLOGY STOMA ... 0 0 Q 1 -:- 0 0 0 0 
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